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Latvia's Prime Minister Laimdota Straujuma (L to R) with her counterparts Taavi Roivas of Estonia and
Algirdas Butkevicius of Lithuania pose for the media during their visit to the former Soviet secret service
KGB house in Riga, Latvia.

Renovations at Latvia's Academy of Sciences have uncovered a secret "KGB room," where
agents of the Soviet secret police could surreptitiously monitor visitors at a concert hall
during conferences and performances, Latvian media reported.

The Stalin-era building in the capital, Riga, was being renovated after decades of disuse that
followed the 1991 Soviet collapse, Latvia's Diena newspaper reported Wednesday.

"Renovating the hall, we found a very interesting object: a KGB room from which they
[agents] could observe the entire auditorium," producer Juris Miller, who is in charge of the
renovations, was quoted as saying.

Restorers plan to preserve the room and turn it into a museum, similar to DDR Museum
in Berlin, to "expose" features of life under the Soviet regime, Miller told Diena.



The KGB room was at least the second secret found during renovations at the Academy
of Sciences building. While restoring the molded ceiling of the concert hall, workers found
a handwritten note left behind a panel by their Soviet-era predecessors.

The note, dated March 1955 and apparently planted during continued work on the building
after Soviet dictator Josef Stalin's death in 1953, reads: "At a distance of one meter from the
emblem, two half-liters [bottles] of Moscow vodka have been drunk, to mark the completion
of work on the ceiling and the border."

The Soviet Union annexed Latvia in 1940, and then reclaimed control of the country again
in 1944, following an interim period of occupation by Nazi Germany. The renovated concert
hall will open to the public on Sept. 20, Diena reported.
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